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Abstract
This paper presents a novel automated procedure for discovering expressive shape specifications for sophisticated functional data structures. Our approach extracts potential shape predicates based on the definition of constructors of arbitrary user-defined inductive data types, and combines these predicates within an expressive first-order specification language using a lightweight data-driven learning procedure. Notably, this technique requires no programmer annotations, and is equipped with a type-based decision procedure to verify the correctness of discovered specifications. Experimental results indicate that our implementation is both efficient and effective, capable of automatically synthesizing sophisticated shape specifications over a range of complex data types, going well beyond the scope of existing solutions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program Verification-Correctness proofs, Formal methods; F.3.1 [Logics and Meanings of Programs]: Specifying and Verifying and Reasoning about Programs

1. Introduction
Understanding and discovering useful specifications in programs that manipulate sophisticated data structures are central problems in program analysis and verification. A particularly challenging exercise for shape analyses, and the focus of this paper, involves reasoning about ordering specifications that relate the shape of a data structure (e.g., the data structure implements a binary tree) with the values contained therein (e.g., the binary tree traverses its elements in-order).

To illustrate the issue, consider the `elements` function shown in Fig. 1. The intended behavior of this function is to flatten a binary tree into a list by calling the recursive function `flat` which uses an accumulator list for this purpose. We depict the input-output behavior of `elements` with an input tree `t` and output list `ν` in Fig. 2b.1 The meta-variable `ν` in the figure represents the result of calling `elements` (i.e., in this case `ν = elements t` for the input tree `t`).2 While there are a number of specifications that we might postulate about this function (e.g., the number of nodes in the output list is the same as the number of nodes in the input tree, or the values contained in the output list are the same as the values contained in the input tree), a more accurate and useful specification, that subsumes the others, is that the in-order relation between the elements of the input tree corresponds exactly to the forward-order (i.e., occurs-before) relation between the elements of the output list.

We are interested in automatically learning specifications of this kind that express interesting ordering relations between the elements of a data structure, taking into account properties of the structure’s shape, based solely on input-output observations. While having such specifications has obvious benefit for improved program documentation and understanding, they are particularly useful in facilitating modular verification tasks. For example, ordering specifications naturally serve as interface contracts between data structure libraries and client code that can be subsequently leveraged by expressive refinement type checkers [61].

Even for a function as simple as `elements`, however, manually providing a specification that relates the values contained within the input tree and output list is

---

1. Ignore the non-solid arrows and their labels for the time being.
2. We preserve this convention throughout the paper.
trivial [25, 28]. It is even less apparent how we might define a data-driven inference procedure to automatically discover and verify such properties. This is because any such procedure must consider the symbiotic interplay of three key components, each of which is complex in its own right: (i) a specification language that is both expressive enough to describe properties relating the shape of a data structure and the values that it contains (for example the in-order relation mentioned above), yet which is nonetheless amenable as a target for learning and specification synthesis; (ii) a learning algorithm that can perform this synthesis task, yielding input-output specifications from the predicates drawn from the specification language; and, (iii) an automated verification procedure that enables formal verification of the implementation with respect to synthesized specifications learnt from observations.

**Specification language.** Our approach directly leverages the type definition of a data structure to enable generation of a set of atomic predicates that state general ordering properties about the values contained in the data structure with respect to its shape, given that interesting properties of inductive data structures are typically related to the way in which constructors are composed.

**Learning algorithm.** Our technique algorithmically uses these atomic predicates to postulate potentially complex shape specifications, learnt exclusively from the input-output behavior of functions that manipulate the data structure.

Notably, existing data-driven learning techniques are ineffective in discovering such specifications. Template-based mining techniques [12, 42, 53] require us to provide the Boolean skeleton of these specifications a priori, which we often do not know. Classification-based learning techniques [15, 16, 51, 54, 70] search for specifications that rule out so-called bad program states that represent violations of programmer-supplied assertions, usually annotated as post-conditions in source programs. The quality of searched specifications is thus limited by the quality of these annotations. More importantly, because these approaches fail to discover any useful information in the absence of annotated assertions, they would be unable to discover any interesting specification for the assertion-free program given in Fig. 1.

We address these issues by presenting the first (to the best of our knowledge) data-driven technique to automatically discover expressive shape specifications, without assuming any predefined templates, assertions or post-conditions, yet which is nonetheless able to learn the strongest inductive invariant (Sec. 4.3) in the solution space from which specifications are drawn.

**Verification procedure.** Our algorithm automatically verifies the correctness of these specifications in an expressive refinement type system. Cognizant that a presumed specification \( \psi \) may only express an unsound approximation of the correct hypothesis, our technique is progressive: i.e., provided that the solution space from which specifications are drawn is sufficiently expressive, an unsound \( \psi \) serves as a counterexample that can be used to generate additional tests, eventually leading to the strongest inductive invariant in the solution space.

**Contributions.** Thus, our key contributions are in the development of a principled approach to generate useful atomic predicates for inductive data types drawn from a rich specification language, and a convergent learning algorithm capable of inferring verifiable ordering specifications using these predicates. Specifically, we:

1. Discover predicates for the expression of shape properties and generate their inductive definitions from the type definition of arbitrary user-defined algebraic data types.
2. Devise a data-driven learning technique to perform automatic inference and synthesis of function specifications using these predicates. Importantly, this learning strategy assumes no programmer annotations in source programs.
3. Verify the soundness of discovered specifications leveraging an expressive refinement type system equipped with a decidable notion of subtyping.
4. Evaluate our ideas in a tool, DORDER, which we use to synthesize and verify specifications on a large set of realistic and challenging functional data structure programs.

---

(a) Atomic shape predicates for lists and binary trees.

| \( \nu \rightarrow u \) | the value \( u \) is reachable from the list \( \nu \) |
| \( t \rightarrow u \) | the value \( u \) is reachable from the tree node \( t \) |
| \( \nu : u \rightarrow v \) | the value \( u \) appears before the value \( v \) in list \( \nu \) |
| \( t : u \not\rightarrow v \) | the value \( v \) occurs in the left subtree of a node containing the value \( u \) in tree \( t \) |
| \( t : u \rightarrow v \) | the value \( v \) occurs in the right subtree of a node containing the value \( u \) in tree \( t \) |
| \( t : u \leftrightarrow v \) | there is a node in the tree \( t \) for which \( u \) is contained in its left subtree and \( v \) is contained in its right subtree. |

(b) Pictorial example of atomic shape predicates.
The remainder of the paper provides an overview of our specification language (Sec. 2); explains the synthesis mechanism through a detailed example (Sec. 3); provides details about type system, verification procedure, as well as soundness and progress results (Sec. 4); and describes generalizations of the core technique, presents implementation results, related work and conclusions (Secs. 5, 6, and 7).

2. Specification Language

The search space of our data-driven learning procedure includes shape properties defined in terms of atomic predicates stating either the containment of a certain value in a data structure, or relations establishing ordering between two elements found within the structure. These predicates define the concept class from which specifications are generated [2]. We discuss the basic intuition for how these predicates are extracted for the data types defined in our running example in Fig. 1 below.

We first consider possible containment predicates for trees. We are interested in knowing if a certain value \( u \) is present in a tree \( t \). By observing the type definition of \('a\) tree in Fig. 1, we know that only the constructor Node contains a value of type \('a\) as its first argument. Therefore we can deduce that if \( u \) is present in \( t \) then either \( t = \text{Node}(v, lt, rt) \) and \( u \) is contained within \( lt \) or \( rt \) (with \( u \neq v \)). A similar argument can be made about lists. Containment predicates like these are denoted with a dashed horizontal arrow (\( u \rightarrow v \) and \( \rightarrow u \)) as shown in the first two rows of Fig. 2a.

A more interesting predicate class is one that establishes ordering relations between two elements of a data structure, \( u \) and \( v \). Recall that in the tree definition only Node constructors contain values. However, since Node contains two inductively defined subtrees, there are several cases to consider when establishing an ordering relation among values found within a tree \( t \). If we are interested in cases where the value \( u \) appears “before” (according to a specified order) \( v \), we could either have that: (i) the value \( v \) occurs in the first (left) subtree from a tree node containing \( u \), described by the notation \( t \rightarrow u \vartriangleleft v \) in Fig. 2, (ii) the value \( v \) occurs in the second (right) subtree, described by the notation \( t \rightarrow u \vartriangle v \), (iii) or both values are in the tree, but \( u \) is found in a subtree that is disjoint from the subtree where \( v \) occurs. Suppose there exists a node whose first subtree contains \( u \) and whose second subtree contains \( v \). This is the last case of Fig. 2a, and it is denoted as \( t \rightarrow u \triangleright v \). The symmetric cases are obvious, and we do not describe them. Notice that in this description we have exhausted all possible relations between any two values in a tree. The same argument can be made for list, which renders either the forward-order if the value \( u \) comes before \( v \) in a list \( l \) as \( l \rightarrow u \vartriangleleft v \), or the backwards-order for the symmetric case. Thus, our ordering predicates consider all relevant applications of constructors in which \( u \) and \( v \) are supplied as arguments.

The full power of our specification language is realized in a practical extension (Sec. 5.2) that combines shape predicates with relational data ordering constraints, which are binary predicates, resulting in what we refer to as shape-data properties. For example, the following specification describes the characteristics of a binary search tree (BST), such as the instantiation (tree \( t \)) given in Fig. 2b:

\[
\forall u, v, (t : u \vartriangleleft v \Rightarrow u > v) \land (t : u \vartriangle v \Rightarrow u < v)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>list</th>
<th>( l = \text{Nil} )</th>
<th>( l = \text{Cons}(u', l') )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( l \rightarrow u )</td>
<td>\text{false}</td>
<td>( u = u' \lor l' \rightarrow u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l : u \rightarrow v )</td>
<td>\text{false}</td>
<td>( (u = u' \land l' \rightarrow v) \lor l' : u \rightarrow v )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>tree</th>
<th>( t = \text{Leaf} )</th>
<th>( t = \text{Node}(u', t_l, t_r) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( t \rightarrow u )</td>
<td>\text{false}</td>
<td>( u = u' \lor t_l \rightarrow u \lor t_r \rightarrow u )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t : u \vartriangleleft v )</td>
<td>\text{false}</td>
<td>( (u = u' \land t_l \rightarrow v) \lor t_l : u \vartriangleleft v \lor t_r : u \vartriangle v )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( t : u \vartriangle v )</td>
<td>\text{false}</td>
<td>( (t_l \rightarrow u \land t_r \rightarrow v) \lor t_l : u \vartriangle v \lor t_r : u \vartriangle v )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Ordering and containment for list and tree.
We can refine the specification of elements when applied to a BST to yield an accurate shape-data property that states the output list must be sorted: \((\forall u, v : u \rightarrow v \Rightarrow u < v)\).

**Hypothesis Domain.** Equipped with these inductive definitions, we can define the hypothesis domain of containment and ordering properties which we denote as \(\Omega\). Given a function \(f\), our hypothesis domain consists of a set of atomic predicates which relate the inputs and outputs of \(f\). Assume that \(\theta(f)\) is the set of function parameters and return values for \(f\). Moreover, assume that \(\theta_D(f)\) is the subset of \(\theta(f)\) that includes all variables with data structure type (e.g., list or tree) and \(\theta_B(f)\) is the subset of \(\theta(f)\) that includes all variables with base type (e.g., bool or type variables).

The set of containment and ordering atomic predicates corresponding to a data structure variable \(d \in \theta_B(f)\) included in the hypothesis domain of \(f\) contains the following predicates:

\[
\Omega(d) = \{d \rightarrow u, d \rightarrow v\} \cup \\
\{d : u \rightarrow v, d : v \rightarrow u\} \quad \text{typeof}(d) = \text{list} \\
\{d : v \not\rightarrow u, d : u \not\rightarrow v\} \quad \text{typeof}(d) = \text{tree}
\]

The logical variables \(u\) and \(v\) are free here, and will be universally quantified in the resulting specifications. For a variable \(x \in \theta_D(f)\) of a base type we define:

\[
\Omega(x) = \begin{cases} 
  x & \text{typeof}(x) = \text{bool} \\
  \{u = x, v = x\} \cup \\
  \{d \rightarrow x | d \in \theta_B(f)\} & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Finally, the hypothesis domain of a function \(f\) consists of the atomic predicates described by the definition of \(\Omega(f)\) below.

\[
\Omega(f) = \bigcup_{x \in \theta(f)} \Omega(x)
\]

**Specification Space.** Assume that we denote with \(BF(\Omega)\) the smallest set of Boolean formulas containing all the atomic predicates of \(\Omega\) and closed by standard propositional logic connectives. The *specification space* of a function \(f\), denoted by \(Spec(\Omega, f)\), is the set of input-output specifications derivable from \(BF(\Omega(f))\):

\[
Spec(\Omega, f) = \{ (\forall u, v, \xi) | \xi \in BF(\Omega(f)) \}
\]

The free variables \(u\) and \(v\) occurring in the predicates found in \(\xi\) are universally quantified. Our construction guarantees that the specifications in \(Spec(\Omega, f)\) can be encoded within the BSR (Bernays-Schoenfinkel-Ramsey) first-order logic.

3. **Specification Inference**

**Fig. 3** illustrates the design and implementation of our specification inference system. The input to our system is a data structure program. To bootstrap the inference process, we can use any advanced testing techniques for data structures.

For simplicity, we use a random testing approach based on QuickCheck [8], which runs the program with a random sequence of calls to the API (interface functions) of the data structure. During this phase, we collect a set of inputs and outputs for each data structure function \(f\) into a sample set (which we generally denote with \(V_f\)). The bookkeeping of inputs and outputs simply records the mappings of variables to values, which in the case of inductive data structures uses a trivial serialization.\(^3\)

Our system analyzes the data type definitions in the program and automatically generates a set of atomic predicates (c.f. Sec. 2), defining the hypothesis domain for the learning phase. For each function \(f\), we partition its hypothesis domain \(\Omega(f)\) into \(\Pi_I(\Omega(f))\): the predicates over input variables of \(f\) (e.g., \(t\) and \(acc\) for the flat function in Fig. 1), and \(\Pi_O(\Omega(f))\): the predicates over the functions output (the implicit variable \(\nu\)). When the context is clear, we use \(\Pi(f)\) or \(\Pi_I\) to abbreviate \(\Pi_I(\Omega(f))\). This convention also applies to \(\Pi_O(f)\) and \(\Pi_O\). The extraction of predicates is abstractly depicted in the top left component of **Fig. 3**.

We then apply our learning algorithm to the samples in \(V_f\), learning input-output relations over the atomic predicates of \((\Pi_I(f)\) and \(\Pi_O(f)\)) that hold for all the samples. We obtain a candidate specification \(\psi\) for \(f\), which is then fed into our verification system. In case verification fails, we show in Sec. 4 that our technique can make progress towards a valid specification for \(f\) by adding more tests systematically, provided that one such specification exists in the specification space of \(f\). We illustrate the entire process by considering the verification of the flat function in Fig. 1.

3.1 **Sampling**

We first instrument the entry and exit points of functions to collect their inputs and outputs during testing. We use \(V_{\text{flat}}\) to denote the set of samples collected during sampling for flat Intuitively, \(V_{\text{flat}}\) represents a coarse underapproximation of flat’s input and output behavior. Abstractly, we regard a sample \(\sigma\) as a function that maps program variables to concrete values in the case of base types, or a serialized data structure in the case of inductive data types.

Tab. 2a presents a pictorial view of a sample resulting from a call to flat. The sample manipulated by flat contains the input variables \(t\) and \(acc\), as well as the result

\(^3\) We assume the existence of generic serialization and deserialization functions, with the obvious recursive structure on the definition of the types.
In the figure, $t$ is a root node with value 82, a link to a left subtree rooted at a node with value 70, and no right subtree; $accu$ is a two node list. In the sample, the result of the evaluation of $\mathit{flat}$ is a list in which the in-order traversal of $t$ is appended to $accu$.

**Unreachables.** While recording input/output pairs for runs of the function allows us to learn how its arguments and result are manipulated, it is also important to establish that the data structures that are not used by the function cannot affect its behavior. To express such facts, we establish a *frame property* that delimits the behavior of the function $f$. The property manifests through a synthetic value $\bot$, which symbolically represents an arbitrary value known to be unrelated to the data structures manipulated by $f$. Our learning algorithm considers the behavior of predicates in the hypothesis domain with respect to this value. By stating atomic containment and ordering predicates in terms of $\bot$, we ensure that specifications inferred for $f$ focus on values found in the data structures directly manipulated by $f$, preventing those specifications from unsoundly approximating values unrelated to the data structures manipulated by $f$.

**Atomic Predicates.** Given the atomic predicates in the hypothesis domain $\Omega(\mathit{flat})$ which are divided into $\Pi_f$ and $\Pi_O$ as shown in Tab. 2b, we next relate observed samples with these predicates. Tab. 2c (ignore the first column labeled with $S$ and $U$ for the moment) shows the result of evaluating the atomic predicates of $\Omega(\mathit{flat})$ – which are essentially recursive functions over the data structure – with different instantiations for $u$ and $v$ derived from the sampled input/output pairs. The variables $u$ and $v$, which are always universally quantified in the final specifications, range over universally quantified in the final specifications, range over values observed in the sampled data structures as well as the synthetic value $\bot$. Importantly, since rows containing identical values for the predicates do not aid in learning, we keep at most one row with a unique valuation, discarding any repetitions. We denote the samples represented by this table as $V_{flat}^b$, a Boolean abstraction (or abstract samples) of $V_{flat}$ according to $\Omega(\mathit{flat})$.

For instance, the first row considers the pair where the variable $u$ has the value 68, and the variable $v$ has the value 70. The last four rows of Tab. 2c, containing pairs with the synthetic value $\bot$, and marked in blue, generalize observed data structures, relating them to hypothetical elements $\bot$ not accessible by the data structures of $\mathit{flat}$. Thus, the pair (82, $\bot$) evaluates to true in $\Pi_b$ because 82 is reachable in $t$; all ordering predicates related to $t$ where $u = \bot$ or $v = \bot$

---

**Table 2: Learning shape specifications for the $\mathit{flat}$ function in Fig. 1.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\mathit{flat}$</th>
<th>$\Pi_0$</th>
<th>$\Pi_1$</th>
<th>$\Pi_2$</th>
<th>$\Pi_3$</th>
<th>$\Pi_4$</th>
<th>$\Pi_5$</th>
<th>$\Pi_6$</th>
<th>$\Pi_7$</th>
<th>$\Pi_8$</th>
<th>$\Pi_9$</th>
<th>$\Pi_{10}$</th>
<th>$\Pi_{11}$</th>
<th>$\Pi_{12}$</th>
<th>$\Pi_{13}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
<td>$\bot$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{true}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
<td>$\mathit{false}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

4 $\Pi_O$ is simplified by removing the symmetric cases for ease of exposition.

5 Entries are labeled 0 for false, and 1 for true.
achieve the separation. The details of the learning algorithm should select a minimum subset of the predicates that can partition than a complex one [1, 22].

atomic predicates in the hypothesis domain. To circumventification is often large, possibly exponential in the number can separate the samples in

\[ \Pi \]

according to whether the predicate \( \Pi \) be considered a specification abstractly relating the function following predicate holds:

we find one such classifier \( \Pi \) samples that are included in the output predicate \( \Pi \) (from \( I \) to \( 0 \)).

To synthesize a simple specification, a learning algorithm

To synthesize this candidate specification by means of the input predicates of \( \Pi \) (from \( \Pi_0 \) to \( \Pi_{11} \)) and \( \Pi_{12} \) captures the same set of samples that are included in the output predicate \( \Pi_{13} \). Once we find one such classifier \( \varphi \), we know that in all samples the following predicate holds: \( \Pi_{13} \iff \varphi \). This predicate can be considered a specification abstractly relating the function inputs to its outputs, according to the predicate \( \Pi_{13} \).

To synthesize this candidate specification by means of the output predicate \( \Pi_{13} \), we split the samples in \( V^b_{\text{flat}} \) according to whether the predicate \( \Pi_{13} \) holds in the sample or not. In Tab. 2c we mark with \( S \) the samples satisfying \( \Pi_{13} \), and with \( U \) the samples for which \( \Pi_{13} \) is unsatisfied. Then, the goal of our learning algorithm is to produce a classifier predicate over \( \Pi_f \) (from \( \Pi_0 \) to \( \Pi_{11} \)) and \( \Pi_{12} \) which can separate the samples in \( S \) from the samples in \( U \).

However, the potential search space for a candidate specification is often large, possibly exponential in the number atomic predicates in the hypothesis domain. To circumvent this problem, our technique is inspired by the observation that a simple specification is more likely to generalize in the program than a complex one [1, 22].

To synthesize a simple specification, a learning algorithm should select a minimum subset of the predicates that can achieve the separation. The details of the learning algorithm are presented in Sec. 3.3, but we show the final selection in-

\[ \text{let rec insert } x \rightarrow t \rightarrow \]

\[
\begin{align*}
| & \text{Leaf } \rightarrow T (x, \text{Leaf, Leaf}) \\
| & \text{Node } (y, l, r) \rightarrow \\
& \text{if } x < y \text{ then } \text{Node } (y, \text{insert } x \rightarrow l, r) \\
& \text{else if } y < x \text{ then } \text{Node } (y, l, \text{insert } x \rightarrow r) \\
& \text{else } t
\end{align*}
\]}

\[ \varphi \]

formally in Tab. 2d: \( \Pi_1 \), \( \Pi_2 \), \( \Pi_3 \), \( \Pi_6 \), \( \Pi_8 \) and \( \Pi_{11} \) constitute a sufficient classifier. To compute a final candidate classifier, we generate its truth table from Tab. 2d. The truth table should accept all the samples in \( S \) from Tab. 2d and conservatively reject every other sample. This step is conservative because we only generalize the samples in \( U \) (the truth table rejects more valuations than the ones sampled in Tab. 2d).

We omit this step in our example in Tab. 2.

Once this truth table is obtained for the selected predicates, we apply standard logic minimization [39] techniques to infer the Boolean structure of the classifier. The obtained solution is shown in Tab. 2d, which in turn represents the following candidate specification by unfolding the definitions of the predicates \( \Pi_f \) and \( \Pi_O \):

\[ (\forall u, v : u \rightarrow v \iff (t : v \not\forall u \mid \text{acc} = u \rightarrow v) \lor (t \rightarrow u \land \text{acc} \rightarrow v) \lor (t : u \land v) \lor (t : u \land v)) \]

\[ (2) \]

Notice we add quantifiers to bind \( u \) and \( v \), which essentially generalizes the specification to all other unseen samples.

To construct all salient input-output relations between \( \Pi_f \) and \( \Pi_O \) in Tab. 2b, we enumerate the predicates in \( \Pi_O \). In a similar way, we use the other output predicate \( \Pi_{12} \equiv \nu \rightarrow u \) to partition \( V^b_{\text{flat}} \), learning the following specification:

\[ (\forall u, \nu : \nu \rightarrow u \iff (t \rightarrow u \lor \text{acc} \rightarrow u)) \]

\[ (3) \]

Verification. The conjunction of these two specifications are subsequently encoded into our verification system as the candidate specification for \( \text{flat} \). We have implemented an automatic verification algorithm (described in Sec. 4), which can validate specifications of this kind.

Precision. The structure of Tab. 2c allowed us to find a classifier separating \( S \) from \( U \), and thus provided us with a specification precisely relating \( \Pi_f \) with \( \Pi_{12} \) or \( \Pi_{13} \). Fortunately, but unsurprisingly, this is not always the case.

To see why, consider how we might infer a shape specification for the insert function of a binary search tree (see Fig. 5), whose hypothesis domain is shown in Tab. 3. As before, we proceed by executing the function, generating an abstract view of the function’s concrete samples of \( V^b_{\text{in}} \) shown in Tab. 4.

As we have seen earlier, we would use \( \Pi_{10} \) to partition \( V^b_{\text{in}} \) to establish a relation between the predicates in \( \Pi_f \) and the predicates in \( \Pi_O \) of Tab. 3. If we consider the first \( S \) sample in Tab. 4, we see that it is exactly the same as the

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure4.png}
\caption{Learning a classifier \( \varphi \) w.r.t. \( \Pi_{13} \). The two large sets \( V^b_{\text{flat}} \) represent identical copies of the whole space of abstract samples. Each dot represents a valuation of in Tab. 2c. Each set marked with a predicate \( \Pi \) represents the samples that satisfy \( \Pi \). We omit some predicates not used in the final specification.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure5.png}
\caption{Binary search tree insertion function.}
\end{figure}

\[ \text{let rec insert } x \rightarrow t \rightarrow \]

match t with

| Leaf \rightarrow T (x, \text{Leaf, Leaf}) \\
| Node (y, l, r) \rightarrow \\
& \text{if } x < y \text{ then } \text{Node } (y, \text{insert } x \rightarrow l, r) \\
& \text{else if } y < x \text{ then } \text{Node } (y, l, \text{insert } x \rightarrow r) \\
& \text{else } t
\]
first sample in U (except for the value of \(\Pi_{10}\)), meaning that no classifier can be generated from Table 4 to separate the samples precisely according to \(\Pi_{10}\), since their intersection is not empty. To see why this could occur, consider the evaluation of

\[
\text{insert} \ 3 (\text{Node} (\text{Node} (\text{Leaf} \ 2, \text{Leaf}), \text{Leaf}), \text{Leaf})
\]

Here, the input tree rooted at 5 has a non-empty left subtree rooted at 2. Based on the recursive definition of \(\text{insert}\), 3 is inserted into the right subtree of 2 and is still in the left subtree of 5. Thus, abstracting the input-output behavior of \(\text{insert}\) with a pair of elements \((u = 5 \text{ and } v = 3)\) in the sample would correspond to the first row of \(S\) in Table 4 while the first row of \(U\) corresponds to an abstraction of a pair of elements \((u = 2 \text{ and } v = 3)\). Clearly, the latter pair does not satisfy \(\Pi_{10}\) while the former does.

To succeed in this case we need to relax the condition of obtaining exact “\(\equiv\)” specifications by removing the samples that coincide in \(S\) and \(U\) for \(\Pi_{10}\) from \(S\) in \(V_{\text{insert}}\). By doing so, upon inferring a classifier \(\varphi\), we can conclude that \(\varphi \equiv \Pi_{10}\) is a likely specification for \(\text{insert}\), since the set \(S\) has been generalized. Conversely, if the coinciding samples are removed from \(U\), we can learn another classifier \(\varphi'\) and output a specification of the form \(\Pi_{10} \Rightarrow \varphi'\).

Adopting this relaxation, our approach infers the following specification for \(\text{insert}\):

\[
\forall u, v, t : u \not\leftrightarrow v \rightarrow \nu : u \not\leftrightarrow v \\
(\forall u, v : u \not\leftrightarrow v \Rightarrow (t \rightarrow u \land v = x) \lor t \land v \not\leftrightarrow v)
\]

which asserts that \(x\) is added only in the bottom layer of the tree and the order of elements of the input tree is preserved in the output tree.

### Algorithm 1: Synthesize \((f)\)

Let \(V_f = \text{test}(f)\) in;

let \(V_f^b = \alpha(V_f, \Omega(f))\) in;

let \(\xi = \text{Learn}(V_f^b, \Pi_f(\Omega(f)), \Pi_0(\Omega(f)))\) in \((\forall u, v, \xi)\)

#### 3.3 Formalization of Learning System

We now formalize the learning algorithm discussed in Sec. 3.2. Given a function \(f\) and the hypothesis domain \(\Omega\) (Sec. 2), the problem of inferring an input-output specification for \(f\) reduces to a search problem in the solution space of \(\text{Spec}(\Omega, f)\), driven by the samples of \(f\).

For the remainder of the paper, we assume that a program sample \(\sigma\) is a mapping that binds program variables to values. These mappings are obtained from the log-file that records the execution trace. To relate the hypothesis domain \(\Omega(f)\) to a set of samples \(V_f\), we formally define a predicate-abstraction [19] function \(\alpha\) on a sample \(\sigma \in V_f\) as follows:

\[
\alpha(\sigma, \Omega(f)) = \{(\Pi_0(\sigma, u, v), \ldots, \Pi_n(\sigma, u, v)) \mid u, v \in \text{Val}(\sigma) \cup \{\bot\} \land \Pi_0, \ldots, \Pi_n \in \Omega(f)\}
\]

where we assume that \(\text{Val}(\sigma)\) returns all values appearing in data structures within \(\sigma\). This definition is trivially extended to a set of samples, for which we overload the notation as \(\alpha(V_f, \Omega(f))\). As can be seen in the definition above, we consider the symbolic value \(\bot\) (unreachable from \(f\) c.f. Sec. 3.1) when sampling the quantified variables \(u\) and \(v\). The evaluation of predicates in \(\Omega(f)\) is extended to the abstract value \(\bot\) with the following set of equations:

\[
(d \rightarrow \bot) = (d : u \rightarrow \bot) = (d : \bot \rightarrow v) = 0 \quad (x = \bot) = *
\]

for all \(\mathcal{R} \in \{\lor, \land, \not\leftrightarrow, \rightarrow\}\), \(u, v \in \text{Val}(\sigma)\) and \(x \in \theta_\mathcal{B}(f)\). Notice that by the semantics of \(\bot\), we do not need to consider the data structure \(d \in \theta_\mathcal{B}(f)\) in the equations above. In the first and the second cases, since \(\bot\) is assumed to be unrelated to \(d\) we can safely deduce that the predicate must evaluate to 0. In the final case, any valuation of the predicate is possible, since we do not know the value of \(\bot\); in that case, the evaluation results in * representing either 0 or 1.

Algorithm 1 defines the main synthesis procedure. The first step is to obtain a set of samples \(V_f\) for the function \(f\) as described in the previous section. These samples are then evaluated according to \(\Omega(f)\) using the abstraction function \(\alpha\) (deriving \(V_f^b\)). For any valuation with a predicate \(\Pi_j\) resulting in a value * the full vector is duplicated to consider both possible valuations of \(\Pi_j\).

We then call the Learn algorithm (Algorithm 2 described below) to synthesize a candidate specification for \(f\), which efficiently searches over the hypothesis domain of \(f\), based on the valuation \(V_f^b\). The resulting specification is returned after universally quantifying the free variables \(u\) and \(v\).

Algorithm 2 takes as input a set of abstract samples (Boolean vectors) \(V_h\), each of which is an assignment to
the predicates in \( \Pi_I \cup \Pi_O \); it aims to learn relations expressed in propositional logic between the predicates in \( \Pi_I \) and those in \( \Pi_O \), using the structure of \( V^b \).

For each predicate \( \Pi \in \Pi_O \), the algorithm partitions \( V^b \) into the abstract \( \text{sat} \) samples \( V^b_S \) which satisfy \( \Pi \) and the \( \text{unsat} \) samples \( V^b_U \) which do not. Each abstract sample \( \sigma^b \in V^b_S \cup V^b_U \) is a Boolean vector over the predicates \( \Pi_O \equiv \Pi_I \cup \Pi_O \setminus \{\Pi\} \).

If \( V^b_S \) is empty, we conclude that \( \neg \Pi \) is a candidate specification. The case when \( V^b_U \) is empty is symmetric. Otherwise the learning algorithm \( L \) aims to produce a consistent binary classifier \( \varphi \) with respect to \( V^b_S \) and \( V^b_U \); that is, it must satisfy the following requirement:

\[
(\forall \sigma^b \in V^b_S, \varphi(\sigma^b)) \land (\forall \sigma^b \in V^b_U, \neg \varphi(\sigma^b))
\]

In other words, the result of \( L(V^b_S, V^b_U, \Pi_C) \) should be an interpolant [52] separating the \( \text{sat} \) samples \( V^b_S \) from the \( \text{unsat} \) samples \( V^b_U \). If this classification algorithm succeeds, \( \Pi \iff L(V^b_S, V^b_U, \Pi_C) \) captures the \( \text{iff} \) relation between \( \Pi \) and the rest of the predicates in \( \Pi_I \cup \Pi_O \) (c.f. \( \Pi_C \)).

However, there is no guarantee that \( V^b_S \) and \( V^b_U \) must be separable because there could be coinciding samples in \( V^b_S \) and \( V^b_U \). To address this possibility, we first remove coinciding samples from \( V^b_U \) and infer \( \Pi \iff L(V^b_S, V^b_U, \Pi_C) \), and similarly remove them from \( V^b_S \), resulting in the specification \( L(V^b_S, V^b_U, \Pi_C) \Rightarrow \Pi \). Algorithm 2 does not list the cases when \( V^b_U \backslash V^b_S \) or \( V^b_S \backslash V^b_U \) are empty. In such cases, it is impossible for \( L \) to find a classifier, indicating that the hypothesis domain is insufficient to find a corresponding relation between \( \Pi \) and \( \Pi_C \).

The implementation of \( L(V^b_S, V^b_U, \Pi_C) \) reduces to the well-studied problem of inferring a classifier separating some samples \( V^b_S \) from the other samples \( V^b_U \) using predicates form \( \Pi_C \) [54, 70]. To generalize, we attempt to find the solution which uses the minimal number of predicates from the hypothesis domain to classify the samples, as exemplified in Tab. 2d. A number of off-the-shelf solvers can be used to solve this constraint optimization problem [4, 57]. We employ the simple classifier described in [70] to implement \( L \). Details are provided in our technical report [71].

4. Verification

This section presents the full verification procedure of our technique, in the context of an idealized functional language.

\[
x, y, d, f, \nu \in \text{Var} \quad c \in \text{Constant} \quad \alpha \in \text{TyVar}
\]

\[
v \in \text{Val} \quad ::= \quad c \mid x \mid \lambda x e \mid \text{fix} (f \rightarrow \lambda x e)
\]

\[
e \in \text{Exp} \quad ::= \quad v \mid e_0 \oplus e_1 \mid e \mid C(x, d) \mid V \cdot a \cdot e \mid \tau \ e
\]

\[
\quad \mid \quad \text{if } v \text{ then } e_0 \text{ else } e_1 \mid \text{let } x = e_0 \text{ in } e_1
\]

\[
\quad \mid \quad \text{match } v \text{ with } C(\bar{x}, \bar{d}) \rightarrow e_i
\]

\[
\psi \in \text{Specification Space}(\Omega)
\]

\[
P \in \text{RType} \quad ::= \quad \nu : \text{B} | \psi \quad B \in \text{Base} \quad ::= \quad \alpha \mid \text{int} \mid \text{bool}
\]

\[
\quad \mid \quad \{ \nu : D \mid \psi \}
\]

\[
\quad \mid \quad x : P \rightarrow P
\]

\[
\tau \quad ::= \quad B \mid D \mid x : \tau \rightarrow \tau
\]

Figure 6: Syntax and Types.

4.1 Programming Language

Our language is a core-ML call-by-value variant of the \( \lambda \)-calculus with support for polymorphism and refinement types. Fig. 6 provides the syntax of our language in A-normal form. Primitive operators are encoded with the meta-operator \( \oplus \) (where unary operators ignore the second argument). By convention, metavariabes \( x \) and \( y \) represent program variables, \( d \) represents a variable with an inductive data type, and \( f \) represents a function. We denote by \( \bar{x} \) a sequence of program variables, and similarly for the syntactic categories of values, type variables (\( \text{TyVar} \)) and data types (\( \text{DType} \)). We additionally provide the syntactic sugar form \( \text{let rec} \) defined in terms of \( \text{fix} \) in the usual way.

At the type level, the language supports base types \( B \) and user-defined inductive data types \( D \). We use \( C \) to represent type data constructors. To simplify the presentation, we only consider polymorphic inductive data type definitions, and require all type variables (\( \alpha \)) to appear before all the data types in constructor expressions.

To formally verify program specifications, we encode them into refinement types (\( \text{RType} \)) and employ a refinement type system. A data type such as \( \text{list} \) is specified into a refinement data type written \( \{ \nu : \text{list} \mid \psi \} \) where \( \psi \) (a type refinement predicate) is a Boolean-valued expression. This expression constrains the value of the term (defined as the special variable \( \nu \)) associated with the type. In this paper, \( \psi \) is drawn from the specification space parameterized by a hypothesis domain \( \Omega \). For expository purposes, we assume \( \Omega \) is instantiated to the domain defined in Sec. 2.

A refinement function type, written \( \{ x : P_x \rightarrow P \} \), constrains the argument \( x \) by the refinement type \( P_x \), and produces a result whose type is specified by \( P \). For example, the specification (3) is encoded as the following type:

\[
\text{flat} : \text{accu} : \alpha \text{ list } \rightarrow t : \alpha \text{ tree} \rightarrow \{ \nu : \alpha \text{ list } \mid (\forall u, \nu \rightarrow u \iff (t \rightarrow u \lor \text{accu} \rightarrow u)) \}
\]

The encoding of a candidate specification \( \psi \) obtained from the learning algorithm (as in Sec. 3.3) into a refinement type is given via the \( \text{specType}(\Gamma_f, f, \psi) \) definition below where \( \Gamma_f \) is the type environment for the definition of \( f \).
Here we assume the existence a Hindley-Milner type checking oracle $\text{HM}(\Gamma, f)$ which returns the unrefined type of a function $f$. The auxiliary function $\text{spec}$ pushes a specification $\psi$ of $f$ into the result type of $f$ because $\psi$ is assumed to capture the input-output relations of $f$.

### 4.2 Refinement Type System

An excerpt of our refinement type system is given in Fig. 7. The type system is an extension of LIQUID TYPES [30, 50]. The basic typing judgment is of the form $\Gamma \vdash e : P$, where the typing environment $\Gamma$ comprises type bindings mapping program variables to refinement types (e.g. $x : P$), and refinement predicates constraining the variables bound in $\Gamma$. The judgment means that under the environment $\Gamma$, where the values in the bound variables are assumed to satisfy the constraints contained in $\Gamma$, the expression $e$ has the refinement type $P$. To ease the exposition, we show only the most salient rules, and in particular, we only show instances of the general rules for the list data structure.\(^8\)

The list MATCH rule stipulates that the entire expression has type $P$ if the body of each of the match cases has type $P$ under the type environment extended with the variables bound by the matched pattern, where the variables bound assume types as defined by the constructor definition. Moreover, we unfold the inductive definitions of the atomic predicates from our hypothesis domain $\Omega$ in the environment, exploiting the fact that we know the structure of the matched pattern (c.f. the case considered), thus allowing us to use the variables bound in the matched pattern to instantiate the variables of the recursive unfolding of the predicate. For instance, in the $\text{Cons}(x, xs)$ case, we use $x$ and $xs$ to stand for the existential variables $u'$ and $l'$ in the definition of Tab. 1. In summary, the guard predicates unfold the inductive definitions introduced in Tab. 1.

The FUNCTION rule for recursive functions has a subtyping constraint associated with function abstractions:

$$\Gamma; x : P_x \vdash P_e \ll P$$

which establishes a constraint on the post-condition $P$ of the abstraction (in our case encoding the synthesized candidate specifications) and it is required to be consistent with $P_e$ inferred for the function body using the type checking rules.

Finally, the rule SUBTYPE DTYPE checks whether a refinement type subtypes another by issuing an implication verification condition over the refinement predicates of the types involved. We use the notation $\langle \psi \rangle$ to denote the encoding of refinement predicates $\psi$ into terms of (decidable) BSR logic. Our encoding translates the containment and ordering predicates in $\psi$ into uninterpreted relations.

\(^8\) The full type system provides general rules for arbitrary inductive data types and is presented in our technical report [71].

The validity check in the premise of the rule SUBTYPE DTYPE requires that the conjunction of the environment formula $\langle \Gamma \rangle$ and $\langle \psi_1 \rangle$ implies $\langle \psi_2 \rangle$. Our encoding of $\langle \Gamma \rangle$ is adapted from [30, 50]:

$$\langle \Gamma \rangle = \bigwedge \{ \{ [x/v] \psi \} | (x : \tau \mid \psi) \in \Gamma \land \tau \in B \cup D \}$$

Recall that for a function $f$, the set of specifications allowed in the specification space of containment and ordering formulae are restricted to the form:

$$\psi \in \{ (\forall u \, \xi) \mid \xi \in BF(\Omega(f)) \}$$

The prenex normal form of the encoding of the premise in the rule SUBTYPE DTYPE, Valid($\langle \Gamma \rangle$ ∧ $\langle \psi_1 \rangle$) ⇒ $\langle \psi_2 \rangle$, therefore results in a $\exists^\ast \forall^\ast$ quantifier prefix, with no functions. As a result, subtype checking in our system is decidable and can be handled by a BSR solver [45].

The soundness of the refinement type system is defined with respect to a reduction relation ($\rightarrow$) that encodes the language’s operational semantics, which is standard:

**Theorem 1.** If $\emptyset \vdash e : P$, then either $e$ is a value, or there exists an $e'$ such that $e \leftrightarrow e'$ and $\emptyset \vdash e' : P$.

The completeness of subtype checking reduces to the completeness of the underlying solver for inductive data types. For lists or trees, we use additional axioms (as local theory extensions [23]) based on first-order axiomatizations of transitive closures found in [31, 47] to bound the shape of list or tree data structures in BSR models to ensure completeness.

### 4.3 Progress

For a candidate specification $\psi$ inferred for the recursive function $f$, our verification algorithm encodes $\psi$ into the refinement type of $f$ and checks the following judgment

$$\Gamma_f \vdash \text{fix} (\text{fun } f \rightarrow \lambda x. e) : \text{specType}(\Gamma_f, f, \psi)$$

where $\Gamma_f$ is the type environment under which $f$ is defined. We call a specification $\psi$ which can be type-checked as shown above an inductive invariant of $f$. We call $\psi$ the strongest inductive invariant of $f$ in $\text{Spec}(\Omega, f)$, if for any other inductive invariant $\psi_f$ of $f$ in $\text{Spec}(\Omega, f)$, $\Gamma_f \vdash \text{specType}(\Gamma_f, f, \psi) \ll \text{specType}(\Gamma_f, f, \psi_f)$ holds.

Importantly, our technique is progressive. This means that it is always possible to add new tests to refine $\psi$ whenever $\psi$ fails to be inductive, provided that one inductive invariant exists in the specification space. We formalize the progressive property in Theorem 2 under the assumption that the underlying solver is complete (c.f. Sec. 4.2).

**Theorem 2.** Given a function $f$ with a hypothesis domain $\Omega$, and assuming that an inductive invariant of $f$ exists in $\text{Spec}(\Omega, f)$, if $\Gamma_f \not\vdash \text{fix} (\text{fun } f \rightarrow \lambda x. e) : \text{specType}(\Gamma_f, f, \psi)$ where $\psi = \text{Synthesize}(f)$, then there exists a test input for $f$ which leads to an unseen sample $\sigma$ of $f$, for which $\psi(\sigma)$ does not hold; otherwise $\psi$ is the strongest inductive invariant of $f$ in $\text{Spec}(\Omega, f)$. 


The theorem states that if an inductive invariant of \( f \) exists in the specification space parameterized by \( \Omega \) (i.e., in \( \text{Spec}(\Omega, f) \)), then for any candidate specification \( \psi \) inferred for \( f \), either \( \psi \) is such an invariant (i.e., refinement type checking succeeds) and is the strongest one in the specification space, or there exists a test input which yields a concrete program sample that invalidates \( \psi \). We remark that finding such a test input reduces to the well-studied problem of generating inputs for a program (function \( f \)) causing it to violate its specifications (safety property \( \psi \)). In our setting, we can harness techniques such as \cite{41}, which provides a relatively complete method for counterexample generation in functional (data structure) programs, to derive test inputs that violate \( \psi \). In fact, because \( \psi \) is an input-output specification, we can directly reconstruct a new test input from SMT models of subtype checking failures. In turn, running the learning algorithm using the new program samples from the new input, necessarily produces a more refined invariant. This strategy, which can be implemented via a CEGIS (counterexample guided inductive synthesis) loop \cite{2,55}, ensures that we can construct a finite number of test cases to guarantee convergence in the presumed specification space.

Details about the proof of Theorem 2 are provided in our technical report \cite{71}. The key idea is that our learning algorithm ensures that \( \psi \) will never produce an invariant that is true for all possible function input/output pairs, but which is not inductive. This is a fundamental property, since an invariant that is true which fails to be inductive (i.e., fails type checking) cannot be invalidated by adding tests, since the true invariant is guaranteed to be satisfied in every test run. Without such a property, we might never find a typable specification.

Consider the \texttt{flat} function in Fig. 1. If our only goal was to use the smallest number of atomic predicates from the hypothesis domain to construct a specification (satisfied by all the samples of \texttt{flat}), we obtain the following result:

\[
\forall u, v, \nu : u \rightarrow v \Rightarrow ( t \rightarrow u \land \text{accu} \rightarrow \nu ) \lor ( t \rightarrow u \land t \rightarrow \nu ) \lor ( \text{accu} \rightarrow u \land \text{accu} \rightarrow \nu )
\]

Compared to the specification (2), the above specification is simpler (comprising fewer atomic predicates) and is always true for the program above. But it is not an inductive invariant, and cannot be verified using our type checking rules, especially the \textbf{FUNCTION} rule in Fig. 7. In particular, the failure stems from the predicate \( (t \rightarrow u \land t \rightarrow \nu) \) in the last line of the specification, which is too over-approximative. It does not specify an order between \( u \) and \( \nu \) if they both come from \( t \), which is necessary to discharge the subtype constraint in the \textbf{FUNCTION} rule. Adding more tests would not refine the resulting specification, since it is a true invariant, albeit not an inductive one.

Our learning algorithm rules out this problem by guaranteeing that any candidate specification \textit{rejects} a Boolean assignment to the selected atomic predicates that are \textit{not observed or inconsistent with the samples}. This means that for any two elements \( u, \nu \) from \( t \), if \( u \) occurs before \( \nu \) in the output list \( (\nu) \), any learnt specification must ensure that \( u \) and \( \nu \) respect the in-order property of \( t \), since such a property would be observed in every sample. More generally, for any two elements \( u, \nu \) from \( t \) that \textit{do not} respect the in-order of \( t \), they are classified into the \texttt{U(nat)} samples of \( \nu : u \rightarrow \nu \).

5. Extensions

Previous sections focused on list and tree data structures to illustrate our technique. But, as we elaborate below, \texttt{DORDER} supports complex functional data structures beyond lists and trees, including nested and composite structures.

We also discuss the extension of our algorithm to synthesize specifications relating data constraints to values contained within inductive data structures. Surprisingly, the expressive power of our learning procedure is not constrained by the underlying hypothesis domain on which it is parameterized. In this sense, we claim that \texttt{DORDER} defines a general framework to perform specification synthesis.

5.1 Extensions for Arbitrary User-defined Inductive Data Structures

Our technique discovers “templates” of atomic-predicates on a per-data-structure basis. We are able to discover customized ordering predicates for nested datatypes (e.g., multiway-trees), and composite datatypes that have significantly dif-
different structure than the predicates discovered for simple trees and lists.

We first present the general definitions for ordering and containment predicates. Given a data structure \( C_h(x, d) \), the definition of the containment predicate \( C_h(x, d) \to u \) simply states that value \( u \) can be found in the data structure, and can be defined generically as follows:

\[
C_h(x, d) \to u \equiv \bigvee_{i=1}^{|x|} x_i = u \lor \bigvee_{j=1}^{|d|} d_j \to u
\]

where \(|d|\) (resp. \(|x|\)) denotes number of inductive data type (resp. base type or type variable) valued arguments of the constructor \( C_h \). This definition, when applied to a list or tree data type, renders the definitions shown in Sec. 2.

The definition of predicates that expose ordering relations must take into account: (i) the constructor of the data structure, and (ii) which arguments of the constructor need to be considered. All these arguments are provided in the generic version of the order predicate; we express it using the notation \( C_h(x, d) : u \ominus n \overset{\triangleleft}{\to} v \ominus m \). This predicate asserts that, in the data structure \( C_h(x, d) \), there exists an ordering relation between the values \( u \) and \( v \) in a substructure of the data structure (including itself), constructed from the \( C \) constructor, and \( u \) and \( v \) relate to the \( n^{th} \) and \( m^{th} \) arguments of \( C \). Formally, the predicate is satisfied in two cases: (a) if \( C_h \) is \( C \) and the \( n^{th} \) argument on the application of \( C \) is of a base type, then it must equal \( u \), otherwise, if it is of an inductive data type, it must contain the value \( u \), and similarly for the \( m^{th} \) argument, using value \( v \); (b) or is recursively established in the substructures of \( d \). The full recursive definition is given below.

\[
C_h(x, d) : u \ominus n \overset{\triangleleft}{\to} v \ominus m \equiv \left( \bigvee_{j=1}^{|d|} d_j : u \ominus n \overset{\triangleleft}{\to} v \ominus m \right) \lor
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
 x_n &= u \land x_m = v & \text{if } C_h = C \text{ and } n, m \leq |x| \\
 x_n &= u \land d_m \mid_{|x|} \to v & \text{if } C_h = C \text{ and } n \leq |x| \\
 d_m \mid_{|x|} \to u & \land d_m \mid_{|x|} \to v & \text{if } C_h = C \\
 \text{false} & \quad \text{otherwise}
\end{align*}
\]

Recall that we assume that all variables in \( x \) are of base type, and all the ones in \( d \) are of inductive data types in constructors. Then, the first disjunct represents the recursive definition to the substructures of \( d \), and the other cases correspond to the description given above. Our approach considers all constructors and their arguments of a data type definition to export all such order predicates. With this generic definition we can de-sugar the definitions we provided in Sec. 2 as shown in Tab. 5.

### 5.2 Specifications over Shapes and Data

We now enrich our inference algorithm to infer specifications relating data constraints (binary predicates) to values contained within inductive data structures. We extend our hypothesis domain to include binary data predicates, which are restricted to range over relational data ordering properties. Given a function \( f \), the data domain (denoted by \( \Pi_{\text{data}} \)), is constructed from the atomic predicates:

\[
\Pi_{\text{data}}(f) = \{ u \leq v, v \leq u \} \cup \{ u \leq x, x \leq u \mid x \in \theta_B(f) \}
\]

While the domain \( \Pi_{\text{data}} \) is small in the number of permissible predicates, our experiments show that it is sufficient to synthesize sophisticated properties such as BST, heap- and list-sortedness, etc. Recall that we also admit the following set of of predicates over the shapes of the data structures:

\[
\Pi_{\text{shape}}(f) = \{ d \to u, d \to v, d : u \to v, d : u \to v \mid d \in \theta_D(f) \}
\]

where only well-typed predicates are considered (depending on the type of \( d \)).

To learn shape-data properties, for a given set of samples \( V_f \) of \( f \) we use Algorithm 2 to compute:

\[
\forall u, v, \text{ Learn } (V^b_f, \Pi_{\text{data}}(f), \Pi_{\text{shape}}(f))
\]

where \( V^b_f \) is evaluated from \( V_f \) using the \( \alpha \) abstraction function defined in Sec. 3.3 based on the predicates from \( \Pi_{\text{data}}(f) \cup \Pi_{\text{shape}}(f) \).

To discharge the candidate specifications produced by this domain, following [24, 25], we encode binary predicates in \( \Pi_{\text{data}} \) as ordering relations, and feed the resulting formula to an SMT solver, which permits multiple relation symbols.

Consider the binary search tree \( \text{insert} \) function in Fig. 5.

Table 6 shows the atomic predicates in the hypothesis domain that allows the inference of shape and data invariants.

With this extended hypothesis domain, we derive the following specification for the \( \text{insert} \) function:

\[
(\forall u, v, t : u \not< v \Rightarrow (u \leq v)) \land (\forall u, v, t : u \not> v \Rightarrow (v \leq u))
\]

essentially specifying that \( t \) is a BST, abbreviated as \( \text{BST}(t) \).

This specification over the input \( t \), in conjunction with the specification learnt over the output variable \( \nu \), makes it possible to infer the following refinement type for \( \text{insert} \):

\[
x : a \to t : \{ \nu : a \text{ tree} \mid \text{BST}(\nu) \} \rightarrow \{ \nu : a \text{ tree} \mid \text{BST}(\nu) \}
\]
5.3 Specifications over Numeric Properties

Another important class of data structure invariants uses common measures of data types, which maps a data structure to a numeric value, such as the length of a list or height of a tree. Such measures are needed, for instance, to prove that a binary tree respects a tree balance specification. DORDER integrates measure definitions used in the source code into a tree. Such measures are needed, for instance, to prove that a single measure is associated with that data structure.

Consider now how we might synthesize a specification for the recursive balance function bal l v r = l + v + r = ν from the OCaml set library implementation.

\[
\text{let rec bal l v r =}
\begin{align*}
\text{let } & hl = \text{ht l in} \\
\text{let } & hr = \text{ht r in} \\
\text{if } & hl > hr + 2 \text{ then ... call bal on l*/} \\
\text{else if } & hr > hl + 2 \text{ then ... call bal on r*/} \\
\text{else } & \text{Node (v, l, r)}
\end{align*}
\]

Here, two input trees l and r with arbitrary heights and a single value v are merged into one output balanced tree ν. Observe the function uses a ht measure, which returns the height of a tree. The definition of ht is standard and elided, but would presumably be provided as a useful measure that should appear in specifications.

To simplify the presentation, assume that a certain function f manipulates only one data structure, and furthermore that a single measure m is associated with that data structure. We consider the hypothesis domain for numeric properties over the hypothesis domain which we denote by Ω_{\text{num}}:

\[
\Omega_{\text{num}}(f) = \{ \pm m(x) \pm m(y) \leq l \mid x, y \in \theta_D(f) \land 0 \leq l \leq C \text{ where } C \text{ is the maximum constant in } f \}
\]

Predicates drawn from this domain allow us, for example, to compare the height of different input subtrees or sublists or compare the height of an input tree with an output tree, or the length of an input list with the length of an output list. It suffices to use Algorithm 2 to compute:

\[
\text{Learn}(V_f^b, \Pi_I(\Omega_{\text{num}}(f)), \Pi_O(\Omega_{\text{num}}(f)))
\]

for synthesizing numeric input-output specifications for f (without generating quantifiers) where V_f^b is evaluated from a number of input-output samples of f using predicates from Ω_{\text{num}}(f).

Because we allow integer constants in Ω_{\text{num}}(f), it is possible to synthesize specifications that are vacuous. For example, if \(m(x) - m(y) \leq l_1\) is chosen as an output predicate in the learning algorithm, we may synthesize a formula \(m(x) - m(y) \leq l_1 \Rightarrow m(x) - m(y) \leq l_2\) where \(l_1 \leq l_2\); this formula, while logically true, is semantically useless. We detect such invariants using an SMT solver, and restart synthesis, filtering \(m(x) - m(y) \leq l_2\) out of the hypothesis domain.

Consider now how we might synthesize a specification for the recursive-balance function. We show a subset of input predicates \(\Pi_f\) from Ω_{\text{num}}(bal) for expository purposes:

\[
ht l \leq ht r, \{ht l \leq ht r + 2, ht r \leq ht l + 2, \cdots \}
\]

Similarly the output predicates \(\Pi_O\) contains:

\[
ht l \leq ht ν, \{ht ν \leq 1 + ht l, ht ν \leq 1 + ht r, \cdots \}
\]

By applying Learn\((V_{\text{bal}}^b, \Pi_I, \Pi_O)\) where \(V_{\text{bal}}^b\) is evaluated from a number of input-output samples of bal using predicates from Ω_{\text{num}}(bal), our technique automatically synthesizes the following specification:

\[
\begin{align*}
ht l & \leq ht ν \land ht r \leq ht ν \\
ht r & \leq ht l \Rightarrow ht ν \leq 1 + ht l \land \\
\neg (ht r \leq ht l) & \Rightarrow ht ν \leq 1 + ht r \land \\
\neg (ht r \leq ht l + 2) & \Rightarrow 1 + ht r \leq ht ν \land \\
(ht l & \leq ht r + 2) \Rightarrow 1 + ht l \leq ht ν
\end{align*}
\]

which precisely specifies that the height of the returned tree is either \(\max(ht l, ht r)\) or \(\max(ht l, ht r) + 1\) and is always the latter when \(|ht l - ht r| \leq 2\). Handcrafting this specification by the programmer is challenging. Yet, the specification turns out to be key to proving that bal is guaranteed to return a balanced tree.

6. Experiments

DORDER is an implementation of our learning procedure and type-based verification technique.9 We use the Z3 SMT solver [10] to discharge our verification conditions. DORDER takes as input an inductive data structure program, written in OCaml, and produces as output the list of specifications (as refinement types) for the functions in the program.

Random Testing. While the progressive property of Theorem 2 guarantees that the learning algorithm can be equipped with a directed and automated test synthesis procedure, our implementation simply uses a lightweight random testing strategy based on QuickCheck [8]. Concretely, DORDER synthesizes the specifications for a data structure program using the test data obtained from executing the program by a random sequence of method calls to the data structure’s interface functions. In our experience, the length of such call sequences can be relatively small; setting it to 100 suffices to yield desired specifications for the benchmarks we consider.

Benchmarks. Our benchmarks (shown in Tab. 7) are classified into four groups: (a) Stack and Queue: implementations of Okasaki’s functional stack and queue. (b) List: a list library, including list manipulating functions such as: delete, filter, merge, reverse, etc.; a ListSet implementation of set interface represented as lists; and, various classic list sorting algorithms. (c) Heap: various classic heap implementations and two implementations, Heap1 and Heap2, searched

9 Our implementation and benchmarks are provided via the URL https://github.com/rowangithub/DOrder.
from GitHub. (d) Tree: various implementations of realistic balanced tree data structures including Redblack trees with support for both insertion and deletion, a library to convert arbitrary Boolean formulae to NNF or CNF form (Proposition), a random access lists library based on trees (Randacresslist), and the full implementation of OCaml’s Set library.

**Results.** On these programs, DORDER inferred the following specifications\(^\text{10}\): (a) \(O_{rd}\): specifications expressing using ordering and containment predicates. For instance, the specification for a balanced tree insertion function ensures that the output tree preserves the in-order of the input tree. For a sorted heap merge function, DORDER discovers that the parent-child relations of the input heap are preserved in the output-heap. Similarly the \(O_{rd}\) property inferred for the Proposition benchmark ensures functional correctness: “any logical relation (\(\land\), \(\lor\)) between two Boolean variables in a given input Boolean formula is preserved in the output formula after a CNF conversion”, (b) Set: verifies that the structure implements a set interface, that is, the `set op-

\(^{10}\)Our technical report \([71]\) provides detailed case studies for several of these benchmarks with more complex specifications discovered.
DORDER inferred the following functional specifications for the \texttt{merge} function from the samples in Fig. 8, reflecting the functional behavior of \texttt{merge}:

(i) the output heap \( \nu \) preserves the parent-child relations of \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \); e.g., as shown in Fig. 8, 16 is a child of 15 in \( h_2 \), and remains a child of 15 in \( \nu \), and

(ii) for any two nodes, one from \( h_1 \) and the other from \( h_2 \) (or vice-versa): they are either related by a left branch of the final tree \( \nu \) (\( \nu : u \lor v \)), e.g. 18 and 41 belong to \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) respectively and they are related according to left branches in the output heap \( \nu \); or they are in different sub-branches (\( \nu : u \land v \)), e.g. 15 (in \( h_2 \) ) and 2 (in \( h_1 \) ) are located in different sub-branches of \( \nu \). Importantly, they are \textit{not related over the right branch} (\( \nu : u \land v \)).

The inferred and verified (partial) specification formalizes (i) and (ii):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{merge} : h_1 : \text{a tree} & \rightarrow h_2 : \text{a tree} \rightarrow \{ \nu : \text{a tree} \} \\
\{ \forall u, v : u \rightarrow u \Rightarrow \{ h_1 \rightarrow u \lor h_2 \rightarrow u \} \land \\
\{ \forall u, v : u \lor v \Rightarrow \\
\{ h_1 : u \lor v \land h_1 : u \lor v \} \land \\
\{ h_2 : u \lor v \land h_2 : u \lor v \} \land \\
\{ h_1 \rightarrow u \land h_2 \rightarrow v \} \lor \\
\{ h_2 \rightarrow u \land h_1 \rightarrow v \} \}
\end{align*}
\]

The specification reflects the fact that elements from \( h_1 \) and those from \( h_2 \) are only merged into the left subtree, demonstrating the intuition that the left subtree is more complex than the right subtree.

\textbf{Numeric Data Structure Properties.} As described earlier, DORDER can also infer measure-based specifications. To assess its effectiveness in this space, we considered benchmarks evaluated in LIQUIDTYPES [30] and compare the specifications discovered by DORDER with those inferred by [30]. Our benchmark suites additionally include Bdd, a binary decision diagram library, and Vec, a dynamic functional array library.

To evaluate the quality of synthesized specifications, we use them to verify known data structure properties such as: Sz or Ht, functions used to alter the number of elements in a list or tree, or the height of trees; Bal, a property on trees that asserts they are recursively balanced (the definitions of balance in different tree implementations vary); VOrder, a binary decision diagram (BDD) maintains a variable order property; Len, the access indices of vector operations are bounded by vector length.

DORDER inferred and verified a number of measure based specifications in these programs, reflected in column 1 in Tab. 8, obviating the need for user-supplied invariants. The LIQUIDTYPES checker in contrast relies on the user to manually annotate function specifications in order to help verify these numeric properties.

\textbf{Limitations.} The expressivity of our approach is limited by the need to ensure decidability. We cannot express and reason about ordering specifications that require interdependent shape and arithmetic constraints over data structure indices. For example, given a function \( f (xs, \text{low}, \text{high}) \) that returns only the set of elements from index \( \text{low} \) to \( \text{high} \) of a list \( xs \), our technique will not be able to find a valid specification that discovers that the returned elements of \( f \) precisely correspond to those indexed from \( \text{low} \) to \( \text{high} \) in the input list; this is because of limitations in the theories supported by the underlying BSR solver.

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{Program} & \text{Loc} & \text{I} & \text{LT} & \text{T} & \text{Properties} & \text{LIQTYAN} \\
\hline
AVL Tree & 99 & 32 & 4s & 14s & Bal,Sz,Ht & 9 \\
Braun Tree & 49 & 13 & 2s & 4s & Bal,Sz & 3 \\
Redblack & 201 & 27 & 3s & 10s & Bal,Ht & 9 \\
OCaml Set & 110 & 24 & 5s & 10s & Bal,Ht & 10 \\
Randaccesslist & 102 & 15 & 1s & 2s & Sz,Bal & 6 \\
Bdd lib & 144 & 22 & 2s & 8s & VOrder & 14 \\
Vec lib & 211 & 56 & 46s & 59s & Bal,Len,Ht & 39 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Experimental results on inferring numeric specifications: the column interpretation is identical to Tab. 7. Properties summarizes the properties that are verified by DORDER. LIQTYAN is the number of annotations required by LIQUIDTYPES in order to prove the properties, which are now inferred by DORDER.}
\end{table}

7. Related Work and Conclusions

Compared to earlier sampling-based approaches [49, 60, 65, 66] which learn invariants using existing abstract interpretation transformers, our primary focus is a new specification inference technique inspired by recent advances in data-driven program analysis. These data-driven approaches can be classified into two broad categories: (1) Tools such as Daikon [12] and [18, 21, 42, 53, 69] infer invariants by summarizing properties from test data, but the structure of the constructed invariants is limited to a bounded number of disjunctions, making them unlikely to discover patterns between relations like \textit{in-order} or \textit{forward-order}, because it is not clear how syntax-derived templates could capture the semantics of ordering relations implicit in the construction of data structures; (2) Other tools learn unrestricted invariants but either require user-annotated post-conditions [15, 16, 36, 51, 54, 70] (in order to rule out program states not seen in normal executions) or non-commutativity conditions [17] to drive the collection of “bad samples”. The quality of synthesized invariants in these systems is limited by the precision and availability of such conditions. Moreover, these approaches learn invariants to prove given assertions, which
must separate all “good” from all “bad” samples. They are not suitable for learning input-output specifications, because (1) learning fails if a sample cannot be separated by any classifier, even though a good specification might exist (e.g. Tab. 4); and (2) they only find approximate classifiers, not necessarily the strongest one needed to prove assertions. We use classification-techniques in a novel way to discover the strongest specification in a hypothesis-domain (Theorem 2). Thus, DORDER is the first annotation-free learning technique that infers high-quality (c.f. strongest) inductive shape specifications comprising unrestricted disjunctions, that can be effectively applied on realistic and complex functional data structures.

Our technique is closely related to [24, 25], which also use BSR logic to prove functional specifications for linked list structures, by relating the order of list elements and defining ordering properties on the whole memory. In contrast, our technique infers fine-grained and inductive shape predicates over concrete data structure instances. Shape specifications in terms of user-defined ordering relations are also considered in [28]. Because these systems are not equipped with an inference mechanism, they require programmers to manually write down potentially complicated and subtle program specifications. The idea of using relations to capture inductive properties of data structure programs has also been explored in [6, 27, 34, 35, 38, 67]. These non-learning-based techniques differ substantially from ours, owing to the nature of pointer manipulations in their imperative program model.

There exists a number of deductive verification tools for data structure programs, which support reasoning of recursive definitions over the set of elements in the heaplets of a data structure. These systems require modular contracts to be supplied with the developed code, using pre/post-conditions, loop invariants and even proof lemmas [7, 9, 30, 31, 33, 37, 40, 43, 44, 46–48, 58, 59, 63, 68]. Our approach complements these tools with an inference procedure that can learn specifications for fully automatic data structure verification. Following the Houdini approach [13], the LIQUID TYPES system [30, 61, 62] blends type inference for data structures with predicate abstraction, and infers refinement types from conjunctions of programmer-annotated predicates. To infer more expressive invariants, [56] infers quantified invariants for arrays and lists, limited to programmer-provided templates. To get rid of templates, automatic procedures, which can infer the Boolean structure of candidate invariants, have been proposed for linked list programs [14, 15, 26, 29]. They either lack a notion of progress (c.f. Sec. 4.3) [14] or require the programmer to provide nontrivial post-conditions [15, 26, 29]. Unlike other static synthesis techniques that perform shape analyses on the source code [3, 5, 11, 20, 32, 64], DORDER discovers shape specifications entirely from tests. **Conclusion.** This paper presents a new specification inference framework that integrates testing with a sound type-based verification system to automatically synthesize and verify shape specifications for arbitrary inductive data structure programs. Given an arbitrary user defined inductive data structure program, our tool DORDER applies a systematic analysis on the program’s data type definitions, and extracts atomic predicates stating general ordering properties about data structure values with respect to data structure shapes. These predicates are then fed to an expressive learning algorithm, which postulates potentially complex shape specifications satisfying input-output behaviors of data structure functions. The learning algorithm interacts with the verification system to ensure discovery of the strongest inductive invariant in the solution space. Our experiments demonstrate that the approach is effective and efficient over a large class of real-world data structure programs. Using just a few number of randomly generated tests, DORDER can synthesize sophisticated and high quality shape specifications for versatile data structure manipulating functions with reasonable cost.
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